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Want to know the number one reason that you're broke? You can work as hard as you want. You can hustle around the clock seven days a week, but you won't change the dynamics of your finances and the amount of your free time, not if you get to the root of the problem. Under no circumstances am I a financial guru.
However, I can tell you that I personally have seen significant changes in my income and real net worth, rewiring how I think about money and grasping and practicing this one key fact: the main reason most people are broke and stay broke is that they're consumers, not investors. Set up an account today to get
BiggerPocket's best blog articles delivered to your inbox Sign up for free Some could make a good six-figure income and have a nice job name, car rental, and a big house. However, most of these people are very broke. Most have zero or most likely negative net worth, virtually no free time, and little disposable income. If
you want to have more control over your time, have more financial security and freedom, or simply put an end to being broke month after month, be an investor rather than a consumer. Related: 12 Reasons You're Poor Now, That Doesn't Mean You Can't Spend Money. That doesn't mean you can't enjoy nice things. This
means that you invest first. Then you let your investment pay for all these other things. Anything I earn, I invest in myself or in real estate transactions. I put my money into things that increase my value and passive income instead of buying things that go down in value over time. Here are some examples of that.
Education The most important investment you can make is yourself. Ask any billionaire and they will tell you this is the best investment you can make. Invest in your knowledge, skills and performance, which will ultimately help you earn more, because you can provide more value in the market. Gaining skills (along with
knowledge) are things that people can't take from you. However, if you are considering investing in a college education, think twice before accumulating this bad debt. These are the years when you don't get used to it. Money is often spent on non-essential information, and these loans will continue to take money out of
your pocket for years to come. Instead, consider books, seminars, events, and training with a mentor. This information is usually more transferable to the real world. Do what you can afford, and as it pays off and increases your income, keep devoting part of everything you make to more learning. Cars Cars is easily one
of the top two or three things that keep Americans broke. For most, it is inconceivable not to be driving the most expensive car they may be able to get a loan or lease. This means that they always tapped out on their income. A large part of your income every month a depreciating asset. Buy a new car and you are
instantly throwing away for the price tag money. Now that you have already invested, and if this money will come from passive income from investments and money you don't have anything better to do with, then absolutely treat yourself to a sweet ride. Home The same applies to the home you live in. For most it will be
the biggest expense of their lifetime. Buying a home can be a little clever financial move. Still, few get how much they actually pay for the home if they factor in interest and tax and other fees and maintenance. Like cars, most max themselves to the limit. They chain themselves to those large piles of bricks that can hold
them back from many other things they'd do, such as leisure time or the ability to pick up and move elsewhere. Related: 4 steps to buying a car you want in a budget you can afford to invest in and let your investment in income producing real estate pay for your house. Don't sacrifice your ability to invest in a home that is
a burden as soon as you get those keys. Summary The number one reason people in America are broke is simply because they are spenders first. Those who are not broke are the ones who invest first. This article shows you some classic examples where you can change the odds for you and gain control over your
money. If you're ever stuck when deciding how to use a dollar, just remember to ask yourself whether this purchase or investment will take you closer to your goals. If not, it's taking you further from them. What is your opinion, is consumerism the top cause Americans are broke? Comment below! Source: Thinkstock
Despite all the data indicating that consumers receiving public assistance spend significantly less money on food, clothing, transport, entertainment and health care than those who are not on aid programmes, criticism of public assistance is still fairly widespread among our culture. People on welfare should pass a drug
test, just like me, to get your job and paycheck whether they abuse the system is some of the common criticism you can hear about them, about prosperity or even those about unemployment. Are some beneficiaries of wealth and unemployment possibly abusing the system? Of course. But this is an exception, not a
rule. The CBS Local publication puts it pretty well in saying that most people who are in for prosperity are able to be bodied and want to work, yet they can't find a stable job. However, many work occasionally, low-wage jobs between receiving prosperity. It's not just welfare recipients that we criticize, either. When we see
someone on TELEVISION make a bad financial decision, we can think about how we never make such a decision. When someone we know makes a very excessive or frivolous purchase, we can think about how we never spend that much money on something like that. We society that will retract others, and because
money intrigues us, we quickly judge others' finances. Hardship is more common than we think many of us, however, have experienced (or will experience) financial difficulties at some point in our lives. Late last year, the Associated Press revealed that a shocking 80 percent of Americans — at one point or another
during their lifetime — struggle with unemployment, low-income, close to poverty, or reliance on prosperity. So chances are, you have gotten to know what financial difficulties feel like, or you will learn what such difficulties feel like at some point. If you are fortunate enough to have a small group of people who will not
have personal experience with such difficulties, someone close to you, such as a family member or a close friend, will most likely experience financial struggles. Broader opportunities for women (WOW) found that as of last year, 45 percent of the U.S. population — 39 percent of adults and 55 percent of children — live in
households where economic security is lacking. Households with two full-time workers or those households run by someone with a college degree are likely to be financially secure. What is economic uncertainty? An economically sound household can make ends meet while providing sufficient funds for essential forms
of savings, such as retirement and emergency savings. Researchers use indices such as the BEST (Basic Economic Safety Table) index to assess individual and household financial security. BEST provides a common understanding of what it takes to make ends meet and truly avoid the shadows of poverty. Using data
from government and industry sources, the BEST index reflects the actual cost of basic consumption and services American workers need to meet health, safety and work needs: housing (rent), utilities, food, health care, transportation, childcare, and essential household items such as clothing, cleaning supplies, and
telephones. The BEST index also includes extraordinary and retirement savings, as financially safe households need these savings to make gold. The index, however, does not include wants such as electronics, entertainment, money eating out, or vacation money. Economic insecurity is caused when the amount that
the family needs does not correspond to how much they actually bring in. For one average U.S. worker to be financially secure, the best index looks like this: Source: Erika Rawes; Data: U.S. workers earn below this amount. According to the Social Security Administration's 2012 payroll statistics, by definition, 50 percent
of payroll workers had net compensation less than or equal to the average salary, which is estimated at $27,519.10 for 2012. For those who live in more expensive areas like New York City, the amount of that to increase financially secure to $39,000 per worker. For an average family of four with two school-age children,
the chart looks more like the one below. Again, those who live in more expensive areas are looking for even higher income requirements to be considered financially secure. Source: Erika Rawes; Data: With an average household income just reaching over $50,000, many households with children don't earn that income
level either. Looking at income needs like this, it's not surprising that so many consumers have high debt levels and don't have enough retirement savings. After all, financial security is a fragile thing that we should not accept as a passer, and we should not judge that we have not yet reached our place. More from the
Personal Finance Cheat Sheet: Maybe money doesn't root for absolutely all evil. However, it surpasses disbelief as a source of trouble between couples. Don't let that happen to you. Face these difficulties as you all others - together. First, sit back and work peacefully on your income and your expenses; You need to
know where the money is going and where are the corners to cut. Then go directly to your local Citizens Advice Office, where you'll find information to help ease your financial burden. It's even possible, for example, that your friend will be able to recover some of his overdraft fees. Meanwhile, start thinking less about how
much you earn and more about what you want to do in the future. Investigate a job or profession that really interests you; Get a toe on the ladder or start training on it while you continue to make a salary. It may not be easy, but it is precisely when things are rough that we have to plan for a smoother future. This content is
created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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